Scientific and engineering problems often require a large amount of computing resources to conduct large-scale simulations with a wide range of input parameters. This paper describes an application parameter meta service and agent-controlled loop scheduling for executing multiple parameter sweep applications in a distributed environment. The proposed system provides a flexible and practical environment for generating a large set of independent jobs and for scheduling them over distributed resources on the grid. Using the proposed environment, we conducted a protein folding experiment that had about four thousands initial data on the pacific rim applications and grid middleware assembly (PRAGMA) testbed. The folding optimization provided 3-dimensional protein atomic structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
A parametric study is about searching for significant characteristics by regulating the input parameters of a simulation. Those regulating applications are generally called parameter sweep applications (PSAs). In a specific application code, a large set of similar, but independent values called the parameter space, is searched by sweeping the range of arguments.
There are many research domains using PSAs. A large hadron collider (LHC) experiment in high energy physics (HEP) [1] or wide in-silico docking simulations for bioinformatics [2] are kinds of data-driven PSAs. On the other hand, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) application to search for optimal input values of the geometric or fluid parameters is a computation-driven parameter sweep application [3] .
Those applications are compose of ten or more thousands of jobs that are generated at a time. Assuming the number of jobs is much bigger than the number of available resources, inevitably, those jobs should be executed repeatedly on the existing resources. As a result, even though the execution time of the single subjob is relatively short, the completion time of the PSA is proportional to the size of the subjobs that belong to the PSA. * E-mail: jeong@kisti.re.kr; Fax: +82-42-869-0599
Thus, it is important to maintain a stable supply of available resources until all jobs are done. Moreover, when scheduling those jobs in heterogeneous environments, it is a challenging issue to keep an adequate load based on resource capability and availability.
Grid environments are a collection of autonomous sites where resources are under the control of the policy and security [4] , which means that the available resources and their status are continually changing accidentally or intentionally without proper notification, resulting in an uncertainty in the initial estimate of the resource capability and availability. This makes it difficult to perform advance scheduling based on the estimated job execution time and data transmission time. As a result, an optimal distribution of jobs cannot be achieved without a rescheduling or migration scheme.
In this paper, we propose an agent-controlled loop scheduling scheme (ACLS) and an application parameter meta service (APMS). The ACLS allocates remote agents into computing nodes first; then, the agents take care of the actual execution of jobs. When an agent is running, it fetches the current input information from the APMS and creates and executes a job on the computing node where the agent is sitting. The agent repeats those loop processes until no more jobs are left. By adjusting the number of jobs at a single loop, the ACLS can estimate the completion time of all jobs. On the other hand, an APMS provides practical environment that allows a set of parameter sweep jobs to be generated and stored.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the existing approaches to optimizing the load distribution on various distributed environments. Section III presents the agent-controlled loop scheduling scheme (ACLS), and Section IV describes the architecture and implementation of the application parameter meta service (APMS). We address target application for applying the APMS at Section V. A computational protein structure design was set for our target application. In Section VI, we present the experimental results. Finally, we concluded at Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
Recently, more practical approaches and systems have been suggested for handling large set of jobs in wide-area environments. P2P bulk job scheduling [5] incorporates a peer to peer approach so that schedulers do not make global decisions at a single central point. This supports the meta scheduling scheme based on feedback-oriented queue management for bulk jobs and a job migration algorithm.
Placeholder scheduling [6] suggests an overlay metacomputer for integrating heterogeneous infrastructure, such as different batch schedulers, independent queues, and different groups of system administrators. The placeholder is a unit of potential work. Placeholder scheduling is based on a pull model in which jobs are dynamically bound to local queues on demand. The individual local schedulers do not have to be aware of the user-level meta queue. There is a wise approach to justin-time scheduling in an unprivileged environment.
The distributed infrastructure with remote agent control (DIRAC) was developed by the CERN LHCb physics experiment to facilitate large-scale simulations and user analysis tasks spread across both grid and non-grid computing resources [7] . It suggested pull paradigm meta scheduling based on agents that run on remote sites [8] . Each agent contacts the centralized job management services to fetch from global job queues. However, a large number of agents require a large number of trials to contact the global job queue directly. Moreover, receiving and sending from and to data sources occurred the severe scalability problem.
III. AGENT-CONTROLLED SCHEDULING SCHEME
Grid Scheduling Scheme
As shown in Figure 1 , an autonomous resource site is composed of a front system and multiple computing nodes. A front system has a local scheduler to distribute submitted jobs into computing nodes and to accept and store those jobs from a high-level scheduler. In a grid environment, one or more autonomous sites comprise a virtual organization (VO), which provides a collective resource entity accessible to an authorized community. Figure 2 shows the general scheduling scheme in a grid environment. Each job is stored in a high-level scheduler; then, it is sent to a local scheduler. Finally, the job is executed by the compute nodes. In addition, if the job needs to obtain data from or send data to external storage, end-to-end data transmission should be performed. All jobs in a queue go through the same scheduling flow until all jobs are completed. Traditionally, we call this approach the centralized loop scheduling Scheme (CLS). In this approach, the schedulers are responsible for determining the starting time for executing each job. Thus, in this approach, it is difficult to know the finishing time of each job because it depends on the scheduling policy and available resource at the local site. As a result, it is impossible to estimate the completion time of all jobs.
In an agent-controlled loop scheduling scheme (ACLS), the user does not delegate all responsibilities for submitting jobs. In the ACLS, a remote execution agent (REA) and an application meta queue (AMQ) undertake to execute each job. A REA is a specialized agent running in a compute node to perform user-defined execution flow. It contacts a meta queue directly and brings information on jobs for executing in remote node. An AMQ is an application-level job queue that stores all input parameter information, such as numerical values or data locations. It is located at an independent site accessible from all distributed REAs. Then, as shown in Figure 3 , each REA contacts an AMQ, fetches parameter information, creates a job, and finally executes the job. The REA will repeat those processes until the AMQ is empty. As a result, the ACLS eliminates scheduling cost by pulling the jobs directly and the total completion time of all jobs can be estimated by controlling the number of REAs.
Numerical Analysis for Loop Scheduling
In order to simplify the environment, we define the resource set as N and the execution loop as M . Let ω be the total load, which means a set of parameterized jobs; then, ω is defined as follows:
where ω j i is the load fraction for agent i at loop j, and ω i is the load fraction for agent i during all loops for completion.
When performing the loop scheduling, we define the time cost (T ) , which affects the completion time of total job. T is composed of three major factors:
where T dq is the time to identify the target job from the queue, T cs is the time for scheduling the job, and T de is the time to execute the job remotely. From Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), we can come up with the total completion time of the load fraction at an agent i as follows:
where j is the number of total loops performed by agent i. From Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), we can draw two different scheduling schemes -centralized loop scheduling (CLS) and agent-controlled loop scheduling (ACLS). The total cost for CLS can be expressed as
Because CLS performs the centralized scheduling whenever each loop has been started, the total time for central scheduling is the summation of the time for each loop as shown Eq. (4).
On the other hand, the total cost for the ACLS can be expressed by
The ACLS only performs the centralized scheduling when the remote agent has been started. If the number of loop is large enough, the ACLS outperforms the CLS in the aspect of central scheduling cost, T cs .
IV. APPLICATION PARAMETER META SERVICE
The proposed APMS is built on top of the Globus Toolkit version 4 (GT4). It is deployed into the GT4 container as a WSRF based grid service [9] using java web service core. The APMS has three core parts: user interface, service modules and remote execution agent (REA) modules. Figure 4 shows the architecture, the internal module, and the external modules for the APMS.
APMS UI Modules
An APMS uses application parameter description language (APDL) [10] . The APDL extends JSDL standard [11] . APDL editor provides an interface that can define the parameters of an application and sweep method using APDL. Then, an APDL parser accepts the defined APDL document and parses it to generate a set of application parameter meta data. Finally, those are stored in the AMQ.
A scheduler launches agents and shows the status of the distributed agent, whether it is working or not. A user can increase or decrease the number of agents based on the resource availability. An AMQ monitor shows the front of the queue and the removal rate of the queue items. By tracing the monitor, the user can estimate the completion time of all jobs by calculating the progress rate of the AMQ during a given time.
APMS Service Modules
An AMQ stores a set of parameter metadata, which is generated by the APDL parser. Each item in the AMQ has no real job information. Each item of the AMQ just stores the input parameter information for creating a job. Converting the information into a single job is undertaken by the remote agent. We implemented the AMQService as a WSRF-based grid service. AMQService provides the end point reference for connecting the AMQ to remote agents.
DataService is a module coupled with the AMQService. When fetching each item from AMQService, DataService charges movement of related data for that item. DataService can request a third party transfer by using GridFTP. It is useful to move data between external storage and a computing node directly. An REA distributor executes REAs into a computing node. By using an external job submission interface, such as GRAM, we can monitor the status of the active REAs.
REA Modules
A REA is an independent module from the APMS. It is submitted by the REA distributor and is executed on each computing node. An agent loop definition (ALD) is a sequential work list for finishing a single loop of the REA. It is defined by the user when executing REAs. It contains a work list, such as connecting to the AMQ, receiving data from external storage, forking user application code, and sending result data to external storage. An AMQService connector and a DataService connector are implemented by the stub codes generated by those service interfaces. On the other hand, the user application box (UAB) contains the user application codes for executing the job, and the temporary data box (TDB) provides temporary space for storing input and output data. Prediction of the protein three-dimensional structure from its amino acid sequence alone is one of the important challenges in biophysics. The three-dimensional structure itself and the folding mechanism toward it are indispensable for understanding the function and biological role of the protein [12] [13] [14] [15] .
V. PROTEIN FOLDING OPTIMIZATION
Reference 14 proposes a new prediction method for 3-dimensional protein structures. It has high probability of getting a native-like protein structure by using a fragment assembly and folding optimization. The folding optimization made a transformed structure with a 6.06-Å alpha-carbon root-mean square deviation(RMSD) in 100 iterations. We could design nativelike protein structures through the folding optimization. However, the design method normally handles thousands of initial structures, and it takes a great deal of computing resources. Therefore, the folding optimization for protein design was set as a target application of the APMS.
VI. EXPERIMENT

Experimental Environment
We conducted numerical folding experiments on the APMS by using 4,000 initial structures which are composed of 72 amino acids. In order to minimize the protein energy functions of the initial structures, we repeated folding based on genetic and immune algorithms. The file size of each structure's data was about 27 KB. The folding application took the initial structure data as an input parameter. We renamed the file names of the initial structures as numbers from 10001 to 14000. After that, we set up the names of data files as parameter meta information in the AMQ. Figure 6 shows PRAGMA grid testbed [16] for performing the folding optimization experiments. We conducted the experiment on this testbed. The PRAGMA is composed of cluster systems and has technical expertise from member and friend institutions. It provides the infrastructure and a collaborative environment for grid middleware and grid applications to interoperate and improve. We deployed the user application code for the folding optimization at 6 sites with a total of 316 nodes. The APMS and data storage are deployed at KISTI.
In order for compare different scheduling schemes, we implemented both CLS and ACLS in the APMS. Figure 7 shows the pseudo code for the two different loop scheduling schemes. In Figure 7 (a), the CLS performs the loop scheduling on the centralized scheme. When scheduling is begun, it looks up both the head of the AMQ and the resource table. If the AMQ is not empty and available nodes exist, it calls remote job execution. Whenever available nodes are discovered, it performs such job scheduling repeatedly. On the other hand, as shown in the Figure 7(b) , the ACLS performs loop scheduling on the agent nodes. Whenever an available node is discovered, it calls for the remote agent execution on the node. Then the remote agent directly looks up the AMQ and calls for local job execution. Fig. 8 . Effect of the value of (T dq + T de ) by changing the window size. Fig. 9 . Average execution time.
Adjustment of the Window Size
The purpose of this test is to evaluate the time to identify the target job from the queue(T dq ) from Eq. (2). We denote the number of jobs at a single loop as the window size. The related works from Refs. 6 and 7 do not consider adjustments of the window size. Those systems fixed the window size at a default value. Our system is able to change the window size according to the capability of the underlying resources.
At a single loop, we measure the T dq + T de by applying 5 different window sizes from 1, 2, 4, 8, to 16. Figure 8 shows the waiting time, which omit the execution time of an application code from T de . As shown in the Figure 8 , waiting time to contact the AMQService and the DataService decreases with increasing window size. As a result, distributed execution time for all jobs can be decreased. However, the maximum or optimized window size remains to be determined and will be studied more by considering the policies of the resource usage.
Adjustment of the Number of Nodes
The purpose of this test is to compare the average throughput between CLS and ACLS. We did an experiment by increasing the number of nodes from 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, to 128. Figure 9 shows the average execution time, e.g., ω(T ), when increasing the number of nodes. In the case of CLS, the ω(T ) is increase with increasing number of nodes. On the other hand, the ω(T ) of ACLS does not differ significantly for an increasing number of nodes. In addition, Figure 10 compares the average throughput per hour between CLS and ACLS. As Figure 10 shown, ACLS outperform CLS in the aspect of the number of jobs executed within an hour. Moreover, the greater the number of nodes, the better performance of the ACLS is.
Result of the Protein Folding Optimization
Alpha-carbon RMSD scores between the natural protein(PDB ID: 1LEA) and the folded structures generated on APMS are shown in Figure 11 . Eight folded structures are located in the range between a 6.00-Å and a 7.00-Å alpha-carbon RMSD. We could get the bestmodeled result among 4,000 folded structures for a 6.07-A alpha-carbon RMSD, which is a quantitatively good result if we define a near-native structure as one whose RMSD from the native structure is less then 6.5Å [17] .
VII. CONCLUSION
Computational grids are focused primarily on highthroughput distributed computing. We have designed an agent-controlled loop scheduling scheme (ACLS) for which it is possible to estimate the completion time of the large set of parameter sweep jobs in an unpredictable environment. Also, the application parameter meta service (APMS) provides a series of tactical environments for generating, storing, and serving parameter meta information into a remote agent. We have described experiments and performance measurements for scheduling a massively high-throughput application of protein structure prediction in biophysics.
